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Answer ALL Questions 

PART A — (10 × 2 = 20 Marks) 

1. If the p.d.f. of a random variable X  is 
2

)(
x

xf =  in 20 ≤≤ x , find 

)1/5.1( >> XXP . 

2. If the MGF of a uniform distribution for a random variable X is ( )tt ee
t

451
− , 

find )(XE . 

3. Find the value of k, if )1()1(),( yxkyxf −−=  in 1,0 << yx  and 0),( =yxf , 

otherwise, is to be the joint density function. 

4. A random variable X has mean 10 and variance 16. Find the lower bound for 

)155( << XP .  

5. Define a wide sense stationary process. 

6. Define a Markov chain and give an example. 

7. Find the mean of the stationary process )}({ tx , whose autocorrelation function 

is given by 
2161

9
16)(

τ
τ

+
+=R . 

8. Find the power spectral density function of the stationary process whose 

autocorrelation function is given by ||τ−e . 
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9. Define time-invariant system. 

10. State autocorrelation function of the white noise. 

PART B — (5 × 16 = 80 Marks) 

11. (a) (i) The probability mass function of random variable X is defined as 
23)0( CXP == , 2104)1( CCXP −== , 15)2( −== CXP , where 

0>C , and 0)( == rXP  if 2,1,0≠r . Find 

   (1) The value of C  

   (2) )0/20( ><< xXP  

   (3) The distribution function of X 

   (4) The largest value of X for which .
2

1
)( <xF  (8) 

  (ii) If the probability that an applicant for a driver’s license will pass 

the road test on any given trial is 0.8. What is the  probability that 

he will finally pass the test  

   (1) On the fourth trial and 

   (2) In less than 4 trials?  (8) 

Or 

 (b) (i) Find the MGF of the two parameter exponential distribution whose 

density function is given by )()( axexf −−= λλ , ax ≥  and hence find 

the mean and variance.   (8) 

  (ii) The marks obtained by a number of students in a certain subject 

are assumed to be normally distributed with mean 65 and standard 

deviation 5. If 3 students are selected at random from this group, 

what is the probability that two of them will have marks over 70? (8) 

12. (a) (i) For the bivariate probability distribution of ),( YX  given below : 

         Y 

X 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

0 0 0 1/32 2/32 2/32 3/32 

1 1/16 1/16 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 

2 1/32 1/32 1/64 1/64 0 2/64 

   Find the marginal distributions, conditional distribution of X given 

Y = 1 and conditional distribution of Y given X = 0. (8) 

  (ii) Find the covariance of X and Y, if the random variable ),( YX  has 

the joint p.d.f. ,),( yxyxf +=  ,10 ≤≤ x  10 ≤≤ y  and 0),( =yxf , 

otherwise.   (8) 

Or 
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 (b) (i) The joint p.d.f. of two dimensional random variable ),( YX is given 

by xyyxf
9

8
),( = , 20 ≤≤≤ yx  and 0),( =yxf , otherwise. Find the 

densities of X and Y, and the conditional densities )/( yxf  and 

)/( xyf .   (8) 

  (ii) A sample of size 100 is taken from a population whose mean is  

60 and variance is 400. Using Central Limit Theorem, find the 

probability with which the mean of the sample will not differ from 

60 by more than 4.   (8) 

13. (a) (i) Examine whether the random process { } )cos()( θω += tAtX  is a 

wide sense stationary if A and ω  are constants and θ  is uniformly 
distributed random variable in )2,0( π . (8) 

  (ii) Assume that the number of messages input to a communication 

channel in an interval of duration t seconds, is a Poisson process 

with mean 3.0=λ . Compute 

   (1) The probability that exactly 3 messages will arrive during  

10 second interval 

   (2) The probability that the number of message arrivals in an 

interval of duration 5 seconds is between 3 and 7. (8) 

Or 

 (b) (i) The random binary transmission process { })(tX  is a wide sense 

process with zero mean and autocorrelation function 
T

R
||

1)(
τ

τ −= , 

where T is a constant. Find the mean and variance of the time 

average of { })(tX  over ),0( T . Is { })(tX  mean-ergodic? (8) 

  (ii) The transition probability matrix of a Markov chain { } ,...3,2,1, =nXn  

having three states 1, 2, 3 is 
















=

3.04.03.0

2.02.06.0

4.05.01.0

P , and the initial 

distribution is ]1.02.07.0[)0( =P , Find )3( 2 =XP  and  

,2( 3 =XP  ,32 =X  31 =X , )20 =X . (8) 

14. (a) (i) Find the autocorrelation function of the periodic time function 

{ } tAtX ωsin)( = .   (8) 

  (ii) The autocorrelation function of the random binary transmission 

{ })(tX  is given by 
T

R
||

1)(
τ

τ −=  for T<||τ  and 0)( =τR  for T<||τ . 

Find the power spectrum of the process { })(tX . (8) 

Or 
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 (b) (i) { })(tX  and { })(tY  are zero mean and stochastically independent 

random processes having autocorrelation functions ||)( ττ −= eRXX  

and τπτ 2cos)( =YYR  respectively. Find 

   (1) The autocorrelation function of )()()( tYtXtW +=  and 

)()()( tYtXtZ −=  

   (2) The cross correlation function of )(tW  and )(tZ . (8) 

  (ii) Find the autocorrelation function of the process { })(tX  for which the 

power spectral density is given by 21)( ωω +=XXS  for 1|| <ω  and 

0)( =ωXXS  for 1|| >ω .   (8) 

15. (a) (i) A wide sense stationary random process { })(tX  with autocorrelation 

||)( τa
XX etR −=  where A and a are real positive constants, is applied 

to the input of an Linear transmission input system with impulse 

response )()( tueth bt−=  where b is a real positive constant. Find the 

autocorrelation of the output )(tY  of the system. (8) 

  (ii) If )(tX  is a band limited process such that 0)( =ωXXS  when σω >|| , 

prove that [ ] )0()()0(2 22
XXXXXX RRR τστ ≤− . (8) 

Or 

 (b) (i) Assume a random process )(tX  is given as input to a system with 

transfer function 1)( =ωH  for 00 ωωω <<− . If the autocorrelation 

function of the input process is )(
2

0 t
N

δ , find the autocorrelation 

function of the output process.  (8) 

  (ii) If )()cos()( tNtAtY ++= θω , where A is a constant, θ  is a random 
variable with a uniform distribution in ),( ππ−  and { })(tN  is a band 

limited Gaussian white noise with a power spectral density 

2
)( 0NSNN =ω  for Bωωω <− 0  and 0)( =ωNNS , elsewhere. Find the 

power spectral density of )(tY , assuming that )(tN  and θ  are 
independent.   (8) 

————————— 
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